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This invention relates to fountain pens, and
has primarily for its object to improve on those of
the twisting ?ller type.
. .7
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The invention is fully described in the follow
ing speci?cation, and one embodiment thereof
illustrated in the accompanying drawing, in
which

"

"

membef'4of tubular. form and composed of‘ a v v

suitable liquid proof pliant material, such, for.
instance, as rubber, and having its forward end
closed by a nipple 5 and its rear end closed'by'a
cup member 6. The nipple ‘5 has a reduced por

tion telescoped within the forwardend of the
tube or ?ller'member 4 and .has its outer end
Figure 1 is an enlarged elevation of a fountain annularly ?anged to snugly ?t the bore‘of the
pen partially in central longitudinal section with barrel 1, and'particularly in-the present instance
the filler parts in normal position. Fig. 2 is a
similar View with the ?ller control in the act of
being screwed into position in the pen barrel and
with the engaging end of the twisting ?ller held
out of engaging relation to the control stem dur
ing such action. Fig. 3 is a central‘ longitudinal

the bore of the rear barrel section 1?, sothat
the nipple and connected end portion of the
?ller tube are anchored‘ to the barrel preferably
by frictional coaction therewith. The shoulder
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3 acts as a stop, for'co-action with the nipple‘ 5

when forced into the barrel, ‘and thus facilitates
section of the barrel and ?ller parts 'with portions a proper positioning of the forward end por-'
in full, with the ?ller control in assembled posi tion of the ?ller tube in the barrel during as-_ '
tion and showing the twisting ?ller member in the sembling. I
i
i
,Y
_
act of being engaged with the control stem by
The cup member 6 at the‘ rear end of ‘the filler
insertionof a rod through the ?lling end of the tube 4 is preferably formed ofv sheet metal with
pen barrel, Fig. 4 is an enlarged cross-section its side wall of cylindrical. formand radially
taken on the line 4—4v in Fig. 1, and Fig- 5 is a flanged. at its outer edge to‘ serve as a stop for
modi?cation of the tube and cup connection.
coaction with the end of the ,tuber4 when the
Referring‘to the drawing, 1 designates the pen cup member is inserted therein-‘J This member
barrel having the customary pen and feed-bar serves as a'plug. for closing the rear end of' the
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carrying nipple'2 at ‘its forward or inlet end, and
through which nipple ink may be introduced into
the barrel, and having its rear ‘end closed and
provided with the twisting ?ller means embody-v
ing the‘ invention, as hereinafter described.

filler tube 4 and has‘ its cup or cavity, opening

from a material of an opaque nature, so that the

the atmospheric pressure will'rcause inkfin which

rearwardly ,to receive and have pressed or‘ close
frictional engagement with the ‘cylindrical head
ed end '7 of a control stem‘ 8. If' desired, the
?anged end of the cup 6;may be turned back in.
The barrel 1 is preferably made in two sections - parallel relation to the cup Wall and‘ employed
comprising a forward section 1a and a rear section to clamp the tube~end to the cup, as shown‘in‘
11’, which sections are of tubular form, and con
nected and hermetically sealed‘ at-their innerv ends
The control stem Sis threaded'through'an axial
3 by telescoping for a distance one on the other. opening provided in a plug or closure-memberQ 903
In the present instance, the section 1a has'its wall, for the rear barrel‘ end, such member in the
particularly at its rear end portion, thickened present instance being. threaded entirely through
relative to the wall of the section‘ 1", and'the the plug and having a'stop shoulderfor coaction
outer surface of such thickened‘portion annu with the plug end to limit the extent of move
larly reduced for a distance from the inner end .ment therein.- 'A control knob 10 is ?xed on'the 95)
of the forward section to permit the inner end of outer end of the stem 8 without the plug 9 and is - }
the rear section to telescope thereover. At the adapted to have stop coaction‘. with the vplug , ,
same time the inner end of' the forward section end when the stem 8 is turned home. When‘ the
provides a shoulder~ 3 internally of the forward knob 10' is tu'med to the left, or‘ inv a'direction
,p Cal.' end portion of the section 1-b for the purpose to move the stem outwardly, the engagement of
hereinafter described. > The making of the barrel the .stem head 7 with, the; ?ller tube‘ 4>causes a
in two sections also has the added'advantage that twisting of the tube to expel at least a portion of
the forward section may be composed of trans; the‘ airy therefrom, the extentof twisting being
parent or translucent material, so that the'ink limited by theshouldered coaction of the‘stem
50 contained therein'can be‘ viewed through the wall head 7 with the plug. It is apparent that upon
of such sections and the rear section may be made a reverse,‘ or untwisting movement'- of the stem;
?ller parts enclosed therein may not be observed. theinlet endof the barrel, may be submerged
The ?ller means embodying the primary fea during such action, to be forced into the barrel,

ture of the'present invention comprises a twister as is well understood in ‘the art. I The plug 9 and
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knob 10 have interengaging cylindrical portions member and having an axial opening there- at their adjacent ends to provide a bearing con—
nection therebetween so that the stem 8 in the
plug 9 is relieved of such function. This pre
vents relative lateral movement of the plug and
knob even though the stem should be loose in
the

plug.
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through, a stem threaded through said plug open
ing and having a control at its outer end, and
a portion at its inner end releasablyentering the

engagement therewith to effect a turning'of one
with the other.

‘
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socket portion of the ?ller member and having ‘
,

r

»

During an assembly of the parts,-the plug 9,

; 4,. In a pen of the class described, a barrel, a
with the control stem attached, is threaded into twisting ?ller member disposed in the barrel and
85
10 the barrel, and in order to prevent the headed ‘havin'gits forward end anchored therein and open
to
the
forward
end
of
the‘
barrel
and
having
its
end of the stem from frictionally engaging the:
cup member 6 and causing a turning and conse rear end closed and of a stiff nature, a closure
quent twisting of the ?ller tube ei'therewith, the member detachably connected to the rear end of
knob 10 and its stem are provided with an axial the barreland havingv an axial opening ,there- '
90
15 opening 11 to permit a piece-of wire 12 rtoibe through, a controlstem threaded through said

."xinserted therethrough and to centrally engage opening ‘and adapted to have limited turning

the bottom of the cup member 6 andrpress it movements relative thereto, the inner end of said
out of engagement with the stem'head '1 during 'stem and the stiff rear end portion of said ?ller
the turning of the plug 9 into the barrel. 'This member havingpressed-?t cup and stud’ engage

vment to cause a turning of one with the other 95
and to permit such an engagement'thereof after
into the barrel through ‘the inlet end thereof 7 the assembly'of the plug and stem with the barrel,
and through the?ller tube nipple '5 with-its in-v said control stem having an axial opening there
ner end bearing against the innerend of thecup through for introducing a tool to exert pressure
100
253 member .76, so that upon an application of suf on the rear end of the .fillermember and hold
ficient inward pressure on the rod 13, the‘ cup it out of~engagement withthe stem during as
member is forced over the stem. head 7.into fric-. sembly of the plug stem and barrel, the rear end
tional engagement therewith. To facilitate cen of the filler member having a depression for cen

20 having been accomplished, the wire 12 is re

moved and a rod-likemember 13 then inserted

tering the wire 12 with the cup member 6, when
1 pressure is applied from'one to the other, the
bottom of the cup member is provided with a
central wire receiving depression .14. 'This'tends
to prevent the engaging end of the wire 12 from
slipping to one side or the other of thecup cen
ter when pressure is applied, and a consequent
tilting and locking of the cup member in a de
pressed position in the barrel.

'

‘

ter'ing the engagement of the tool therewith. ‘
5. In a pen of .the class-described, a barrel
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comprising front and rear. telescoped sections,
with the inner endof the front section forming‘
a shoulder-within the rear section, a twisting

?ller member disposedin the .rear section'and
having its. forward end open to the forward end 110
of > the barrel and provided with , a. stiff nipple

portion , which ,has pressed~?t engagement with

'

It is apparent that I have provided a simple
means for connecting the control‘ stem and twist
= ing ?ller member and for. facilitating an as-~

the barrel and is in positioning stop engagement
with said‘ shoulder‘, the rear end of said ?ller

member being closed, and means carried by the 115

rear end of the barrel and operable to control the
.
,
. .
I wish it understood that my inventionis not twisting movements of, thetwisting member.
6..In a pen of the, class described, a barrel, a;
limited to any speci?c arrangement or form of
the parts,‘ and that it is capable of ‘numerous twisting ?ller {means carried by the barrel, said
modi?cations and changes without = departing means comprising atube .of twistable‘ma’terial 120
sembling of the parts.

}
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from the spirit of the claims. ,

‘

-

‘7

having its forwardxend ‘anchored in the barrel;

Having thus described my'in‘vention; what I and a. cup- member disposed in the rear end of the
claim as new, and desire to secure by" United

tube with itscupportion opening rearwardly and '

having a doubled back '?ange at its outer end.
1. In‘ a pen of the class described, ‘a barrel, a serving to clamp the-respective tube end- to the 125

States Letters Patent, is:

.

‘

'

. twisting ?ller member disposed inthe barrel and cup walk-and a twisting‘control having a portion
‘ having its forward end anchored therein and open
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inter-engaging with said cup to effecta turning

>
to the forward end of the'barrel, a rotatable-con thereof when the control is turned. .
7. In apen of the class described, a twisting _
trol for the ?ller member carried by-the rear end
of the barrel, one of said control ‘and the rear end ?ller member disposed, in the barrel and have‘
of said member having a cup portion‘ and the ing its forward end anchored therein and open
other a stud portion in pressed ?t engagement one topthe'fo'rward‘end of the :barrel, a plug'member
mounted in the rear end oflothe barrel and having
with the other.
,
<
'
;
2. In a pen of the class described, a barrel, a an axial openingtherethrough, astem threaded
twisting ?ller member disposed in the'barrel and through said opening and having a part at its 153.5
having its forward end anchored therein ». and ‘inner end in engagement with the rear end of the
open to the forward end of the barrel, a rotatable ?ller mmeber to. e?ecta ‘turning thereof when
control member-for the?ller member mounted the stem is turned,,means for limiting “the out

in the rear end portion of the barrel, said mem-4 ward turning movement of ithe stem,,and a-conk,
trol knob on the outer end-of the stem, saidknob

v65 bers having telescoping portions in pressed ?t
engagement and the control member having an

and plug, having inter-engaging portions form

opening therethrough for insertion of av tool to ing a lateral bearing for one on‘the'other which
is effective throughout the limit of axial (move
force the engaging ‘ends of the members apart.
3. ma pen of the class described, a'barrel open

at both ends, a twisting ?ller member ‘disposed
in the barrel with its forward end anchored there
in and open to the forward end of the barreLsaid
member having a stiff outwardly opening socket
member at its rear end, a plugremovably-clos
ing the rear end of the barrel without said ?ller

ment of the stem.
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